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THE STRUCTURE OF AUTOMORPHIC LOOPS

MICHAEL K. KINYON, KENNETH KUNEN, J. D. PHILLIPS,

AND PETR VOJTĚCHOVSKÝ

Abstract. Automorphic loops are loops in which all inner mappings are au-
tomorphisms. This variety of loops includes, for instance, groups and commu-
tative Moufang loops.

We study uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loops, particularly automorphic
loops of odd order, from the point of view of the associated Bruck loops (mo-
tivated by Glauberman’s work on uniquely 2-divisible Moufang loops) and the
associated Lie rings (motivated by a construction of Wright). We prove that
every automorphic loop Q of odd order is solvable and contains an element
of order p for every prime p dividing |Q|, and that |S| divides |Q| for every
subloop S of Q.

There are no finite simple nonassociative commutative automorphic loops,
and there are no finite simple nonassociative automorphic loops of order less
than 2500. We show that if Q is a finite simple nonassociative automorphic
loop, then the socle of the multiplication group of Q is not regular. The
existence of a finite simple nonassociative automorphic loop remains open.

Let p be an odd prime. Automorphic loops of order p or p2 are groups,
but there exist nonassociative automorphic loops of order p3, some with trivial
nucleus (center) and of exponent p. We construct nonassociative “dihedral”
automorphic loops of order 2n for every n > 2, and show that there are pre-
cisely p−2 nonassociative automorphic loops of order 2p, all of them dihedral.

1. Introduction

A loop (Q, ·) is a set Q with a binary operation · : Q × Q → Q such that (i)
(Q, ·) is a quasigroup; that is, for each a, b ∈ Q, the equations ax = b and ya = b
have unique solutions x, y ∈ Q, and (ii) there exists a neutral element 1 ∈ Q such
that 1x = x1 = x for all x ∈ Q. Equivalently, a loop can be viewed as having
three binary operations ·, \, / satisfying the identities x\(xy) = y, x(x\y) = y,
(xy)/y = x, (x/y)y = x, x/x = y\y. Basic references for loop theory are [2, 25].

For a ∈ Q, the right translation and left translation by a are the bijections
Ra : Q → Q;x �→ xa and La : Q → Q;x �→ ax. These generate the multiplication
group Mlt(Q) = 〈Rx, Lx | x ∈ Q〉. The inner mapping group is the subgroup
stabilizing the neutral element, Inn(Q) = (Mlt(Q))1.

A loop is automorphic (or an A-loop) if every inner mapping is an automorphism,
that is, if Inn(Q) ≤ Aut(Q). The study of automorphic loops began in 1956 with
Bruck and Paige [3]. They were particularly interested in diassociative automorphic
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loops, that is, loops in which each 2-generated subloop is a group. They noted that
such loops share many properties with Moufang loops. Shortly thereafter, Osborn
showed that commutative diassociative automorphic loops are Moufang [24]. More
results showing the Moufang nature of diassociative, automorphic loops were found
in [10] and [27, Thm. 5]. The general case was finally settled in [21]: Every
diassociative automorphic loop is a Moufang loop.

In recent years, a detailed structure theory has emerged for commutative auto-
morphic loops. For instance, the Odd Order, Lagrange and Cauchy Theorems hold
for commutative automorphic loops, a finite commutative automorphic loop has or-
der pk if and only if each element has order a power of p, and a finite commutative
automorphic loop decomposes as a direct product of a loop of odd order and a loop
of order a power of 2 [17]; there are no finite simple nonassociative commutative
automorphic loops [15]; for an odd prime p, if Q is a finite commutative automor-
phic p-loop, then Mlt(Q) is a p-group and Q is centrally nilpotent [5, 19]; for an
odd prime p, commutative automorphic loops of order p, p2, 2p, 2p2, 4p, 4p2 are
groups [18].

In this paper we lay foundations for the study of automorphic loops. Our under-
standing is not yet as complete as in the commutative case, but we obtain several
significant results, as described below. For notation and terminology, see Section
2.

1.1. Summary of results. Section 2 introduces the notation, definitions, and
preliminary results concerned mostly with identities valid in automorphic loops.

Sections 3, 4: Motivated by work of Glauberman, we first study certain derived
operations on automorphic loops. In [13,14] Glauberman showed that Bruck loops
of odd order are solvable and satisfy the Cauchy, Lagrange and Sylow Theorems.
He also constructed a Bruck loop (Q, ◦) from a uniquely 2-divisible Moufang loop
(Q, ·) by setting x◦y = (xy2x)1/2, and this allowed him to transfer the above results
from Bruck loops of odd order to Moufang loops of odd order.

We show in three steps that the analog of Glauberman’s operation for uniquely
2-divisible automorphic loops is the operation

x ◦ y = (x−1\(y2x))1/2,

which coincides with Glauberman’s operation on Moufang loops because Moufang
loops are diassociative. First, given any automorphic loop (Q, ·), we show that the
core (Q, ∗) defined by

x ∗ y = x−1\(y−1x)

is an involutive quandle. Second, using the core, we show that the set PQ =

{Px | x ∈ Q} with Px = RxL
−1
x−1 is a twisted subgroup of Mlt(Q), satisfying

PxPyPy = PyPx
and Pn

x = Pxn . As is well known, on a uniquely 2-divisible twisted
subgroup (T, ·) one can define a Bruck loop (T, •) by

x • y = (xy2x)1/2.

Hence, if Q is uniquely 2-divisible, (PQ, •) is a twisted subgroup. Third, the op-
eration • can be transferred from PQ onto Q, yielding the associated Bruck loop
(Q, ◦).

A finite automorphic loop is uniquely 2-divisible if and only if it is of odd order.
The above discussion therefore applies to automorphic loops of odd order, and then
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results of Glauberman on Bruck loops lead to the Lagrange and Cauchy (but not
Sylow) Theorems for automorphic loops of odd order.

Sections 5, 6: The next ingredient is based on Wright’s construction of loops
from algebras. Specializing it to a Lie ring (Q,+, [·, ·]), we can define (Q, 
) by

x 
 y = x+ y − [x, y].

Then (Q, 
) is a loop if and only if in (Q,+, [·, ·]) the mappings

(W1) y �→ y ± [y, x] are invertible for every x ∈ Q.

Moreover, if (Q,+, [·, ·]) is a Lie ring satisfying (W1), then a sufficient condition for
(Q, 
) to be automorphic is that

(W2) [[Q, x], [Q, x]] = 1 for every x ∈ Q.

In the uniquely 2-divisible case we obtain a correspondence: If (Q,+, [·, ·]) is a
uniquely 2-divisible Lie ring satisfying (W1) and (W2), then (Q, 
) is a uniquely 2-
divisible automorphic loop whose associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is an abelian group.
Conversely, if (Q, ·) is a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop whose associated
Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is an abelian group, then (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) defined by

[x, y] = x ◦ y ◦ (xy)−1

(the inverses in (Q, ·) and (Q, ◦) coincide) is a Lie ring satisfying (W1) and (W2).
Moreover, the two constructions are inverse to each other, subrings (resp. ideals)
of the Lie ring are subloops (resp. normal subloops) of the automorphic loop, and
subloops (resp. normal subloops) of the automorphic loop closed under square roots
are subrings (resp. ideals) of the Lie ring.

Taking advantage of the associated Lie rings, we prove the Odd Order Theorem
for automorphic loops, we show that automorphic loops of order p2 are groups, and
we give examples of automorphic loops of order p3 with trivial nucleus.

Section 7: Next we investigate finite simple automorphic loops. Since a loop Q is
simple if and only if Mlt(Q) is a primitive permutation group on Q, we approach the
problem from the direction of primitive groups. In [20] we proved computationally,
using the library of primitive groups in GAP, that a finite simple automorphic loop
of order less than 2500 is associative. Here we show that if Q is a finite simple
nonassociative automorphic loop, then the socle of Mlt(Q) is not regular. Hence,
by the O’Nan-Scott theorem, Mlt(Q) is of almost simple type, of diagonal type or
of product type. Whether such a loop exists remains open.

We also prove that characteristically simple automorphic loops behave analo-
gously to characteristically simple groups.

Sections 8, 9: We conclude the paper with a short discussion of middle nuclear
extensions and, as an application, with constructions of generalized dihedral auto-
morphic loops. Namely, if (A,+) is an abelian group and α ∈ Aut(A), then Z2×A
with multiplication (i, u)(j, v) = (i + j, ((−1)ju + v)αij) is an automorphic loop.
In particular, if A = Zn and c is an invertible element of Zn, then Z2 × Zn with
multiplication (i, u)(j, v) = (i+ j, ((−1)ju+ v)cij) is a dihedral automorphic loop.
We show that two such loops are isomorphic if and only if the invertible elements
coincide, and we calculate the automorphism groups of these loops.

Csörgő showed in [7] that if Q is a finite automorphic loop and x ∈ Q, then |x|
divides |Q|. This allows us to classify all automorphic loops of order 2p. There are
p such loops up to isomorphism; these are precisely the dihedral automorphic loops
corresponding to the p− 1 invertible elements of Zp and the cyclic group Z2p.
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2. Preliminaries

The inner mapping group Inn(Q) has a standard set of generators [2]:

Rx,y = RxRyR
−1
xy , Tx = RxL

−1
x , Lx,y = LxLyL

−1
yx .

Thus automorphic loops can be characterized equationally.

Proposition 2.1 ([3]). A loop Q is an automorphic loop if and only if, for all x,
y, u, v ∈ Q,

(uv)Rx,y = uRx,y · vRx,y,(Ar)

(uv)Lx,y = uLx,y · vLx,y,(Al)

(uv)Tx = uTx · vTx.(Am)

This means that automorphic loops form a variety in the sense of universal alge-
bra. In particular, subloops and factor loops of automorphic loops are automorphic
[3, Thm. 2.2].

A loop Q is power-associative if for each x ∈ Q, 〈x〉 is a group. In particular,
powers of x are unambiguous, and xmxn = xm+n for all m, n ∈ Z.

Proposition 2.2 ([3, Thm. 2.4]). Every automorphic loop is power-associative.

We will use the power-associativity of automorphic loops without explicitly re-
ferring to Proposition 2.2.

Proposition 2.3 ([3, Thm. 2.5]). Let Q be an automorphic loop. Then the follow-
ing hold for all x ∈ Q, j, k, m, n ∈ Z.

Lj
xmLk

xn = Lk
xnL

j
xm ,(2.1)

Rj
xmLk

xn = Lk
xnR

j
xm ,(2.2)

Rj
xmRk

xn = Rk
xnR

j
xm .(2.3)

Corollary 2.4. For all x in an automorphic loop Q,

Lx,x−1 = Lx−1,x,(2.4)

Rx,x−1 = Rx−1,x.(2.5)

A loop Q is said to have the antiautomorphic inverse property (AAIP) if it has
two-sided inverses and satisfies the identity

(AAIP) (xy)−1 = y−1x−1

for all x, y ∈ Q. It is also useful to characterize the AAIP in terms of translations
and the inversion mapping J : Q → Q;x �→ x−1 as either of the following:

RJ
x = Lx−1 ,(2.6)

LJ
x = Rx−1 .(2.7)

Proposition 2.5 ([20, Cor. 6.6]). Every automorphic loop has the AAIP.

Corollary 2.6. If Q is an automorphic loop, then J normalizes Mlt(Q) in Sym(Q).

Proof. Since Mlt(Q) is generated by left translations, this follows from (2.6) and
(2.7) in view of Proposition 2.5. �
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Lemma 2.7. In an automorphic loop Q, the following hold for all x, y ∈ Q.

Rx,y = Lx−1,y−1 ,(2.8)

T−1
x = Tx−1 .(2.9)

Proof. We compute

Rx,y = RJ
x,y = RJ

xR
J
y (R

−1
xy )

J = Lx−1Ly−1L−1
(xy)−1 = Lx−1Ly−1L−1

y−1x−1 = Lx−1,y−1 ,

where we used Rx,y ∈ Aut(Q) in the first equality, (2.6) in the third, and (AAIP)
in the fourth. This establishes (2.8). For (2.9), we have

TxTx−1 = RxL
−1
x Rx−1L−1

x−1 = RxRx−1L−1
x L−1

x−1

= Rx,x−1L−1
x−1,x = Rx,x−1R−1

x,x−1 = idQ ,

where we used (2.2) in the second equality, and (2.8) in the fourth. �

To check that a particular loop is automorphic, it is not necessary to verify all
of the conditions (Ar), (A�) and (Am):

Proposition 2.8 ([20, Thm. 6.7]). Let Q be a loop satisfying (Am) and (A�). Then
Q is automorphic.

The left, right, and middle nuclei of a loop Q are defined, respectively, by

Nλ(Q) = {a ∈ Q | ax · y = a · xy, ∀x, y ∈ Q},
Nρ(Q) = {a ∈ Q | xy · a = x · ya, ∀x, y ∈ Q},
Nμ(Q) = {a ∈ Q | xa · y = x · ay, ∀x, y ∈ Q},

and the nucleus is N(Q) = Nλ(Q) ∩Nρ(Q) ∩Nμ(Q). Each of these is a subloop.
Recall that a subloop S ≤ Q is normal inQ, S�Q, if (S)ϕ = S for all ϕ ∈ Inn(Q).

Proposition 2.9. Let Q be an automorphic loop. Then

(i) Nλ(Q) = Nρ(Q) ⊆ Nμ(Q), and
(ii) each nucleus is normal in Q.

Proof. The equality Nλ(Q) = Nρ(Q) is an immediate consequence of the AAIP.
Suppose a ∈ Nλ(Q). Then a−1 ∈ Nλ(Q) and (x)Ta = a−1xa. Now for all x, y ∈ Q,

(x · ay)Ta = (x)Ta · (ay)Ta = (a−1xa) · ya = a−1(xa · y)a = (xa · y)Ta ,

where we used (Am) in the first equality, and the equality of the left and right
nuclei in the third. Since Ta is a permutation, we have x · ay = xa · y for all
x, y ∈ Q, that is, a ∈ Nμ(Q). This establishes (i). Part (ii) is [3, Thm. 2.2(iii)]. �

For a subset S of a loop Q, we define the commutant of S to be the set

CQ(S) = {a ∈ Q | ax = xa for all x ∈ S} .
The commutant of Q itself, CQ(Q), is just denoted by C(Q). (In a group, the
commutant of a set is the centralizer of the set and the commutant is the center.
However, “center” has a narrower meaning in loop theory, and so we adapt operator
theory terminology to the present setting.)

Proposition 2.10. Let Q be an automorphic loop and let S ⊆ Q. Then CQ(S) ≤
Q. Furthermore, if S�Q, then CQ(S)�Q. In particular, the commutant C(Q) is
a normal subloop of Q.
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Proof. We have a ∈ CQ(S) if and only if (a)Tx = a for all x ∈ S. Thus CQ(S)
is characterized as the intersection of the fixed point sets of all Tx, x ∈ S. Since
Tx ∈ Aut(Q), the fixed point set of Tx is a subloop of Q, and CQ(S) ≤ Q follows.

Now suppose S�Q. Fix a ∈ CQ(S), x ∈ S, ϕ ∈ Inn(Q) and set y = (x)ϕ−1 ∈ S.
Then

x(a)ϕ = (y)ϕ(a)ϕ = (ya)ϕ = (ay)ϕ = (a)ϕ(y)ϕ = (a)ϕx ,

using ϕ ∈ Aut(Q) in the first and fourth equalities and a ∈ CQ(S) in the third.
Since x ∈ S was arbitrary, (a)ϕ ∈ CQ(S). Thus CQ(S)�Q. �

We conclude the section with several definitions needed throughout the paper.
A subset S of a loop Q is said to be characteristic in Q, denoted by S charQ,

if for every ϕ ∈ Aut(Q), (S)ϕ = S. A loop is characteristically simple if it has no
nontrivial characteristic subloops. A loop is simple if it has no nontrivial normal
subloops.

A loop Q is solvable if it has a subnormal series 1 = Q0 ≤ · · · ≤ Qn = Q,
Qi �Qi+1, such that each factor loop Qi+1/Qi is an abelian group.

The derived subloop Q′ of a loop Q is the smallest normal subloop of Q such that
Q/Q′ is an abelian group. The derived subloop can be characterized as the smallest
normal subloop containing each commutator [x, y], defined by xy · [y, x] = yx, and
each associator [x, y, z], defined by xy ·z = (x ·yz)[x, y, z]. Since automorphisms ev-
idently map commutators to commutators and associators to associators, it follows
that Q′ charQ.

The higher derived subloops are defined in the usual way: Q(2) = Q′′ = (Q′)′,
Q(3) = Q′′′, etc. Note that a loop Q is solvable if and only if Q(n) = 1 for some
n > 0.

A Bruck loop is a loop satisfying the left Bol identity (x(yx))z = x(y(xz)) and
the automorphic inverse property (xy)−1 = x−1y−1.

3. Cores and twisted subgroups

In an automorphic loop Q, we introduce a new binary operation ∗ as follows:

(∗) x ∗ y = x−1\(y−1x) = (x−1\y−1)x

for all x, y ∈ Q. (The second equality follows from (2.2).) We will refer to the
magma (Q, ∗) as the core of the loop Q, which should not be confused with the
core of a subgroup in group theory. A similar notion was introduced by Bruck [2]
for Moufang loops (where the operation can be more simply written as xy−1x) and
also in our previous papers [17, 18] in the commutative case.

As in [14, 17, 18], it is useful to introduce the following permutations for each x
in an automorphic loop Q:

(P) Px = RxL
−1

x−1 = L−1
x−1Rx,

where the second equality follows by Proposition 2.3. Thus the left translation
maps of the core (Q, ∗) are just the maps JPx, x ∈ Q, a fact we will use heavily.

Proposition 3.1. Let Q be an automorphic loop with core (Q, ∗). Then for all x,
y, z ∈ Q,

(y ∗ z)Rx = yRx ∗ zRx,(3.1)

(y ∗ z)Lx = yLx ∗ zLx.(3.2)

Therefore Mlt(Q) ≤ Aut(Q, ∗). In particular, Px ∈ Aut(Q, ∗) for all x ∈ Q.
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Proof. We start with (2.8), which we write as Ry,x=Ly−1,x−1 , i.e., Ly−1Lx−1L−1
(yx)−1

= RyRxR
−1
yx . Rearranging this, we have Lx−1L−1

(yx)−1Ryx = L−1
y−1RyRx or

(3.3) Lx−1Pyx = PyRx .

Applying both sides of (3.3) to z−1 yields (yx)−1\[(x−1z−1) · yx] = [y−1\(z−1y)]x.
Since x−1z−1 = (zx)−1 by the AAIP, we have (3.1).

To establish (3.2), observe first that ((1/y)x−1)−1 = x(1/y)−1 = xy by AAIP,
and so R−1

y Rx−1Rxy is an inner mapping, hence an automorphism. Thus

R−1
y Rx−1Rxy = (R−1

y Rx−1Rxy)
J = (R−1

y )JRJ
x−1RJ

xy = L−1
y−1LxL(xy)−1 ,

using (2.6) and (2.7). Rearranging, we have Rx−1RxyL
−1
(xy)−1 = RyL

−1
y−1Lx or

(3.4) Rx−1Pxy = PyLx .

Applying both sides of (3.4) to z−1 yields (xy)−1\[(z−1x−1) · xy] = x[y−1\(z−1y)].
Since z−1x−1 = (xz)−1 by the AAIP, we are finished. �

Lemma 3.2. For all x in an automorphic loop Q,

(3.5) P J
x = P

−1

x = Px−1 .

Thus in the core (Q, ∗), the following holds for all x, y ∈ Q:

(3.6) (x ∗ y)−1 = x−1 ∗ y−1 .

Proof. We have P J
x = RJ

x (L
−1
x−1)

J = Lx−1R−1
x = P−1

x , using (2.6) and (2.7). Also,

PxPx−1 = RxL
−1
x−1Rx−1L−1

x = RxL
−1
x Rx−1L−1

x−1 = TxTx−1 = idQ ,

using (2.2) and (2.1) in the second equality and (2.9) in the fourth. This establishes
(3.5). Then (3.6) follows, since (x ∗ y)−1 = yJPxJ = yP J

x = (y−1)JPx−1 =
x−1 ∗ y−1. �

Theorem 3.3. Let Q be an automorphic loop with core (Q, ∗). Then (Q, ∗) is an
involutive quandle; that is, the following properties hold:

(i) x ∗ x = x for all x ∈ Q,
(ii) x ∗ (x ∗ y) = y for all x, y ∈ Q,
(iii) x ∗ (y ∗ z) = (x ∗ y) ∗ (x ∗ z) for all x, y, z ∈ Q.

Proof. Part (i) is clear from the definition of ∗. For (ii), x ∗ (x ∗ y) = yJPxJPx =
yP J

x Px = y by (3.5). For (iii),

x ∗ (y ∗ z) = (y ∗ z)JPx = (y−1 ∗ z−1)Px = (y−1)Px ∗ (z−1)Px = (x ∗ y) ∗ (x ∗ z) ,
using (3.6) and Proposition 3.1. �

Recall that a subset A of a group G is said to be a twisted subgroup of G if (i)
1 ∈ A, (ii) a ∈ A implies a−1 ∈ A, and (iii) a, b ∈ A implies aba ∈ A.

In an automorphic loop Q, let PQ = {Px |x ∈ Q}.

Proposition 3.4. Let Q be an automorphic loop. Then PQ is a twisted subgroup
of Mlt(Q). In particular,

(3.7) PxPyPx = PyPx

for all x, y ∈ Q.
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Proof. Clearly idQ = P1 ∈ PQ. For x ∈ Q, P−1
x ∈ PQ by (3.5). Since JPx ∈

Aut(Q, ∗) by Theorem 3.3(iii), we have zJPyJPx = (y ∗ z)JPx = yJPx ∗ zJPx =
zJPxJPyJPx

for all x, y, z ∈ Q. Thus P J
y Px = P J

x P(y−1)Px
. By (3.5), we deduce

PxPy−1Px = P(y−1)Px
. Replacing y with y−1, we have (3.7). �

Corollary 3.5. Let Q be an automorphic loop. Then for all x ∈ Q and n ∈ Z,

(3.8) Pn
x = Pxn .

Proof. Since (xn)Px = xn+2, the desired result follows for n ≥ 0 by an easy induc-
tion using (3.7). For n < 0, apply (3.5). �

Although we have no application for the following result, we mention it for the
sake of completeness:

Proposition 3.6. Let Q be an automorphic loop. Then 〈PQ〉�Mlt(Q).

Proof. By (3.3), we have for each x, y ∈ Q, R−1
x PyRx = R−1

x Lx−1Pyx = P−1
x Pyx ∈

〈PQ〉. By (3.4), we have for each x, y ∈ Q, L−1
x PyLx = L−1

x Rx−1Pxy = Px−1Pxy ∈
〈PQ〉. Since Mlt(Q) is generated by all Rx, Lx, x ∈ Q, we have the desired result.

�

4. Uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loops

A loop Q is said to be uniquely 2-divisible if the squaring map x �→ x2 is a
permutation of Q.

Lemma 4.1. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop. Then Q → PQ;x �→
Px is a bijection.

Proof. To see that the map is one-to-one, suppose Px = Py. Applying both sides
to 1, we obtain x2 = y2. By unique 2-divisibility, x = y. �

It is well known that a uniquely 2-divisible twisted subgroup T of a group G can
be turned into a Bruck loop (T, •) by setting

(•) a • b = (ab2a)1/2.

See [11, Lem. 4.5], for instance.
In a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop Q, the set PQ is a uniquely 2-divisible

twisted subgroup of Mlt(Q) by Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.5, noticing that

P
1/2
x = Px1/2 for all x ∈ Q. Thus we can define

Px • Py = [PxP
2
yPx]

1/2 = P
1/2
(y2)Px

= P[(y2)Px]1/2 ,

making (PQ, •) into a Bruck loop.
Upon defining (Q, ◦) on Q by

(◦) x ◦ y = [(x−1\y2)x]1/2 = [(y2)Px]
1/2 ,

we see that the bijection (Q, ◦) → (PQ, •); x �→ Px is an isomorphism of magmas.
Thus (Q, ◦) is a Bruck loop, the Bruck loop associated with the uniquely 2-divisible
automorphic loop Q.

We have established most of the following:

Proposition 4.2. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop. Then (Q, ◦)
defined by (◦) is a Bruck loop. Powers in (Q, ◦) coincide with powers in Q. Any
subloop of Q which is closed under square roots is a subloop of (Q, ◦).
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Proof. We already showed that (Q, ◦) is a Bruck loop. Powers of x in (Q, ◦) corre-
spond to powers of Px in (PQ, •). But these coincide with powers of Px in Mlt(Q)
[11, Lem. 4.5]. By Corollary 3.5, we conclude that powers in (Q, ◦) coincide with
powers in Q. In Bruck loops, the left and right divisions can be expressed in terms
of the multiplication and inversion: x\◦y = x−1 ◦y and x/◦y = y−1 ◦ ((y ◦x)◦y−1).
Thus the claim about subloops follows directly from (◦). �

Note that x ◦ y = [(x−1\y2)x]1/2 = [x−1\(y2x)]1/2 by Proposition 2.3.

Proposition 4.3. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop. Then the core
(Q, ∗) is a quasigroup.

Proof. This follows immediately from the unique 2-divisibility, the fact that (Q, ◦)
is a loop, and the observation x ∗ y = (x ◦ y−1/2)2. �

The left multiplication group Mltλ(Q) of a loop Q is the group 〈Lx | x ∈ Q〉 ≤
Mlt(Q).

Lemma 4.4. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop with associated
Bruck loop (Q, ◦). Then Mltλ(Q, ◦) is conjugate in Sym(Q) to 〈PQ〉.
Proof. Let σ : Q → Q;x �→ x2 denote the squaring permutation. For each x ∈ Q,
the left translation y �→ x◦y is just σPxσ

−1. This establishes the desired result. �
We will need the following easy observation later.

Lemma 4.5. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop with associated
Bruck loop (Q, ◦). Then Aut(Q) ≤ Aut(Q, ◦). In particular, every inner mapping
of Q acts as an automorphism of (Q, ◦).

Next, we prove the Lagrange and Cauchy Theorems for automorphic loops of odd
order. First, we must show that for finite automorphic loops, the notions of unique
2-divisibility and having odd order coincide. In fact, this is true more generally for
finite power-associative loops.

Lemma 4.6. Let Q be a finite loop with two-sided inverses.

(i) If Q is uniquely 2-divisible, then Q has odd order.
(ii) If Q has odd order and the AAIP, then Q has no elements of order 2. If Q

is also power-associative, then Q is uniquely 2-divisible.

Proof. Suppose Q is uniquely 2-divisible. Then the inversion mapping J fixes only
the identity element. Since J has order 2, the set of nonidentity elements of Q must
have even order, and so Q has odd order. This proves (i).

Now assume Q has odd order and the AAIP, and suppose c ∈ Q satisfies c2 = 1.
By the AAIP, if xy = c, then c = c−1 = (xy)−1 = y−1x−1. Thus the set K =
{(x, y) |xy = c} is invariant under the mapping φ : Q2 → Q2; (x, y) �→ (y−1, x−1).
Since φ is involutive and |K| is odd, φ has a fixed point (x, y) ∈ K. This point
satisfies x−1 = y, so that 1 = xx−1 = c. This establishes the first part of (ii), and
the remaining assertion is clear. �
Corollary 4.7. A finite automorphic loop is uniquely 2-divisible if and only if it
has odd order.

Corollary 4.8. Let Q be a finite automorphic loop of even order. Then Q contains
an element of order 2.
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Proof. Otherwise, every element of Q would have odd order, so that Q would be
uniquely 2-divisible, and hence have odd order. �

Lemma 4.9. Let Q be an automorphic loop of odd order with associated Bruck
loop (Q, ◦). If S is a subloop of Q, then S is a subloop of (Q, ◦).

Proof. In this case, the square root of any element is a positive integer power of that
element, and so subloops are closed under taking square roots. Then Proposition
4.2 applies. �

Theorem 4.10 (Lagrange Theorem). Let Q be an automorphic loop of odd order.
If S ≤ Q, then |S| divides |Q|.

Proof. By Lemma 4.9, S is a subloop of the associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦). The
result follows from [13, Cor. 4]. �

Note that Theorem 4.10, sometimes called the weak Lagrange property, implies
what is known as the strong Lagrange property for automorphic loops of odd order:
if T ≤ S ≤ Q, then |T | divides |S|. This is because subloops of automorphic loops
of odd order are themselves automorphic loops of odd order.

Theorem 4.11 (Cauchy Theorem). Let Q be an automorphic loop of odd order.
If a prime p divides |Q|, then Q contains an element of order p.

Proof. By [13, Cor. 1, p. 394], the associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) contains an element
of order p and thus so does Q by Proposition 4.2. �

Corollary 4.12. Every automorphic loop of prime order is a group.

Proof. This is trivial for p = 2, while for p odd, it follows from Theorem 4.11. �

5. A correspondence with Lie rings

Following Wright [28], if (A,+, ·) is an algebra (over some field), define (A, 
) by
x 
 y = x + y − xy. By [28, Prop. 8], (A, 
) is a loop if and only if the mappings
y �→ y−yx, y �→ y−xy are bijections of A. We will now specialize this construction
to Lie rings and establish its partial inverse.

Recall that a Lie ring (Q,+, [·, ·]) is an abelian group (Q,+) such that the bracket
[·, ·] is biadditive, satisfies the Jacobi identity [x, [y, z]] + [y, [z, x]] + [z, [x, y]] = 0,
and is alternating, that is, [x, x] = 0. Consequently, Lie rings are skew-symmetric,
[x, y] = −[y, x].

As usual, for x ∈ Q define ad(x) : Q → Q; y �→ [y, x]. Thanks to skew-symmetry,
the mappings from Wright’s construction take on the form

rx = idQ − ad(x); y �→ y − [y, x],

�x = idQ + ad(x); y �→ y + [y, x].

Note that all rx, �x are homomorphisms of (Q,+).
In this context, Wright’s construction can be stated as follows:

Lemma 5.1. Let (Q,+, [·, ·]) be a Lie ring. Then (Q, 
) defined by

(
) x 
 y = x+ y − [x, y]

is a loop (with neutral element 0) if and only if (Q,+, [·, ·]) satisfies (W1), that is,
if and only if the mappings rx, �x are invertible for every x ∈ Q.
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For x ∈ Q let R�
x, L�

x be the right and left translations by x in the groupoid
(Q, 
). Then

y 
 x = yR�
x = x+ yrx,

x 
 y = yL�
x = x+ y�x.

If (Q, 
) is a loop, then also

y(R�
x)

−1 = (y − x)r−1
x ,

y(L�
x)

−1 = (y − x)�−1
x ,

R�
yR

�
z(R

�
y�z)

−1 = ryrzr
−1
y�z,

L�
yL

�
z(L

�
z�y)

−1 = �y�z�
−1
z�y,

R�
y(L

�
y)

−1 = ry�
−1
y .

Proof. The first part of the statement is a special case of Wright’s result, and the
formulae for the translations R�

x, L
�
x follow from (
) and skew-symmetry. For the

rest of the proof suppose that (Q, 
) is a loop. We immediately get the formulae
for (R�

x)
−1 and (L�

x)
−1. Finally,

xR�
yR

�
z(R

�
y�z)

−1 = (z + (y + xry)rz − (y 
 z))r−1
y�z

= (z + yrz + xryrz − (z + yrz))r
−1
y�z

= xryrzr
−1
y�z, xL

�
yL

�
z(L

�
z�y)

−1 = (z + (y + x�y)�z − (z 
 y))�−1
z�y

= (z + y�z + x�y�z − (z + y�z))�
−1
z�y = x�y�z�

−1
z�y,

and

xR�
y(L

�
y)

−1 = ((y + xry)− y)�−1
y = xry�

−1
y .

�

The Lie ring construction sometimes yields automorphic loops:

Proposition 5.2. Let (Q,+, [·, ·]) be a Lie ring satisfying (W1) and (W2). Then
(Q, 
) defined by (
) is an automorphic loop, and the commutant and nuclei of
(Q, 
) are given by

C(Q, 
) = {a ∈ Q | 2[a, x] = 0, ∀x ∈ Q},
Nλ(Q, 
) = {a ∈ Q | [[a, x], y] = 0, ∀x, y ∈ Q},
Nμ(Q, 
) = {a ∈ Q | [[x, y], a] = 0, ∀x, y ∈ Q}.

In particular, (Q, 
) is a group if and only if [[x, y], z] = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ Q.

Proof. By Lemma 5.1, (Q, 
) is a loop. For all x, y, z ∈ Q, we have

xrz 
 yrz = x− [x, z] + y − [y, z]− [x− [x, z], y − [y, z]]

= x+ y − [x, y]− [x+ y, z] + [x, [y, z]] + [[x, z], y]− [[x, z], [y, z]]

= x+ y − [x, y]− [x+ y, z] + [[x, y], z]

= (x 
 y)rz ,

where we have used both the Jacobi identity and the condition (W2) in the third
equality. Thus for each z ∈ Q we have rz ∈ Aut(Q, 
). Similarly, �z ∈ Aut(Q, 
). By
Lemma 5.1, the standard generators R�

yR
�
z(R

�
y�z)

−1, L�
yL

�
z(L

�
z�y)

−1 and R�
y(L

�
y)

−1
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of Inn(Q, 
) are elements of 〈rx, �x | x ∈ Q〉 ≤ Aut(Q, 
), and hence (Q, 
) is an
automorphic loop.

The characterization of the commutant is clear from (
). For the nuclei, we
compute (

(x 
 y) 
 z
)
−
(
x 
 (y 
 z)

)
= [[x, y], z]− [x, [y, z]] = [[x, z], y] ,

using the Jacobi identity. Thus a triple x, y, z associates in (Q, 
) if and only if
[[x, z], y] = 0. All remaining claims easily follow. �
Corollary 5.3. Let Q be a Lie ring satisfying (W1) and (W2), and let (Q, 
) be
the corresponding automorphic loop.

(i) If Q has characteristic 2, then (Q, 
) is commutative.
(ii) If the abelian group (Q,+) is uniquely 2-divisible, then C(Q, 
) = Z(Q, 
)

is equal to the center of the Lie ring Q.

For the rest of this section we will be concerned with the question of whether it is
possible to invert the construction of Proposition 5.2 to obtain a Lie ring satisfying
(W1) and (W2) from an automorphic loop. We identify suitable subclasses of Lie
rings and automorphic loops when this is indeed the case.

For the rest of this section we will deal with uniquely 2-divisible automorphic
loops Q for which the associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is a group, hence an abelian
group. For x in such a loop Q, define the inner mapping

(φ) φx = RxP
−1
x1/2 .

We will make heavy use of the fact that φx ∈ Aut(Q), often without explicit
reference.

Lemma 5.4. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop for which the associ-
ated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is an abelian group. For all x, y ∈ Q, the following identities
hold:

xy = (x)φy ◦ y,(5.1)

x ◦ (y−1)φx = y−1 ◦ (x)φy.(5.2)

Proof. For all x, y ∈ Q,

x2y2 = (x2)Ry2P−1
y Py = (x2)φy2Py = [((x)φy2)2]Py = [(x)φy2 ◦ y]2 .

Since (Q, ◦) is an abelian group and powers in (Q, ·), (Q, ◦) coincide, we have
x2y2 = ((x)φy2)2 ◦ y2 = (x2)φy2 ◦ y2. Replacing x with x1/2 and y with y1/2, we
obtain (5.1).

Now using AAIP, we have

(y−1)φx−1 ◦ x−1 = y−1x−1 = (xy)−1 = [(x)φy ◦ y]−1 = (x−1)φy ◦ y−1 .

Replacing x with x−1, we obtain (5.2). �
Lemma 5.5. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop for which the asso-
ciated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is an abelian group. Then PQ = 〈PQ〉 is an abelian group
isomorphic to (Q, ◦). In particular, for all x, y ∈ Q,

(5.3) PxPy = Px◦y .

Proof. Since (Q, ◦) is an abelian group, (Q, ◦) ∼= Mltλ(Q, ◦) ∼= 〈PQ〉 by Lemma 4.4.

For (5.3), we have Px◦y = Px •Py = (PxP
2
yPx)

1/2 = (P 2
xP

2
y )

1/2 = PxPy, since 〈PQ〉
is an abelian group. �
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Lemma 5.6. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop for which the asso-
ciated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is an abelian group. Then 〈φx | x ∈ Q〉 = Inn(Q).

Proof. One inclusion is obvious. We have
(5.4)
Rx,y = RxRyR

−1
xy = φxPx1/2φyPy1/2P−1

(xy)1/2
φ−1
xy = φxφyP(x1/2)φy

Py1/2P−1
(xy)1/2

φ−1
xy ,

since φy ∈ Aut(Q). Now by (5.3), P(x1/2)φy
Py1/2 = P(x1/2)φy◦y1/2 . By the fact that

(Q, ◦) is an abelian group and (5.1), (x1/2)φy ◦y1/2 = [(x)φy ◦y]1/2 = (xy)1/2. Thus

(5.4) reduces to Rx,y = φxφyφ
−1
xy . By (2.8), Lx,y = Rx−1,y−1 = φx−1φy−1φ−1

x−1y−1 .

Finally,

Tx = RxL
−1
x = φxPx1/2L−1

x = φxPx1/2Px−1R−1
x−1 = φxPx−1/2R−1

x−1 = φxφ
−1
x−1 ,

where we used (5.3) and x1/2 ◦ x−1 = x−1/2 in the fourth equality. It follows that
Inn(Q) ≤ 〈φx | x ∈ Q〉. �

A Lie ring (Q,+, [·, ·]) is said to be uniquely 2-divisible if the abelian group (Q,+)
is uniquely 2-divisible.

Theorem 5.7 (Partial correspondence between Lie rings and automorphic loops).
Suppose that (Q,+, [·, ·]) is a uniquely 2-divisible Lie ring satisfying (W1) and (W2).
Then (Q, 
) defined by

x 
 y = x+ y − [x, y]

is a 2-divisible automorphic loop whose associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is an abelian
group; in fact, (Q, ◦) = (Q,+).

Conversely, suppose that (Q, ·) is a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop whose
associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is an abelian group. Then (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) defined by

([·, ·]) [x, y] = x ◦ y ◦ (xy)−1

is a uniquely 2-divisible Lie ring satisfying (W1) and (W2).
Furthermore, the two constructions are inverses of each other. Subrings (resp.

ideals) of the Lie ring are subloops (resp. normal subloops) of the corresponding
automorphic loop, and subloops (resp. normal subloops) closed under square roots
are subrings (resp. ideals) of the corresponding Lie ring.

Proof. Suppose that (Q,+, [·, ·]) is a uniquely 2-divisible Lie ring satisfying (W1)
and (W2). By Proposition 5.2, (Q, 
) is an automorphic loop. Note that x
x = 2x,
x−1 = −x and x1/2 = 1

2x. The multiplication in the Bruck loop (Q, ◦) associated
with (Q, 
) therefore has the form x◦y = ((2y)(L�

−x)
−1R�

x)
1
2 = ((2y)R�

x(L
�
−x)

−1) 12 ,
where the second equality follows by Proposition 2.3. Showing x ◦ y = x + y is
therefore equivalent to proving (2y)
x = (2y)R�

x = (2x+2y)L�
−x = (−x)
(2x+2y).

But (2y)
x = 2y+x− [2y, x] = (−x)+(2x+2y)− [−x, 2x+2y] = (−x)
 (2x+2y).
Conversely, suppose that (Q, ·) is a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop whose

associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is an abelian group. By (5.1), we have [x, y] = x ◦
y ◦ (xy)−1 = x ◦ y ◦ ((x)φy ◦ y)−1 = x ◦ y ◦ (x−1)φy ◦ y−1 = x ◦ (x−1)φy. Since
(x−1)φx = x−1, we have [x, x] = 1. Next,

[x, y] ◦ [y, x] = x ◦ (x−1)φy ◦ y ◦ (y−1)φx = x ◦ (y−1)φx ◦ y ◦ (x−1)φy

= (x)φy ◦ y−1 ◦ y ◦ (x−1)φy = 1,
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where we have used (5.2) in the third equality and φy ∈ Aut(Q) ≤ Aut(Q, ◦) in the
last equality. For biadditivity, we compute

[x ◦ y, z] = x ◦ y ◦ [(x ◦ y)−1]φz = x ◦ (x−1)φz ◦ y ◦ (y−1)φz = [x, z] ◦ [y, z],
[x, y ◦ z] = [y ◦ z, x]−1 = ([y, x] ◦ [z, x])−1 = [y, x]−1 ◦ [z, x]−1 = [x, y] ◦ [x, z].
So far we have shown that (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) is an alternating, biadditive (nonassocia-

tive) ring with underlying abelian group (Q, ◦). In what follows the symbols + and
− will refer to sums and differences of endomorphisms of (Q, ◦). Rearranging the
definition of [·, ·] and using the skew-symmetry, we have xy = x ◦ y ◦ [x, y]−1 =
y ◦ (x)(idQ − ad(y)). Comparing this with (5.1), we see that idQ − ad(x) = φx and
also idQ + ad(x) = φx−1 . In particular, property (W1) holds.

Now using biadditivity, we have

[(x)(idQ + ad(z)), (y)(idQ + ad(z))] = [x, y] ◦ [x, [y, z]] ◦ [[x, z], y] ◦ [[x, z], [y, z]] ,
and also

[x, y](idQ + ad(z)) = [x, y] ◦ [[x, y], z].
Since idQ + ad(x) = φx ∈ Aut(Q) ≤ Aut(Q, [·, ·]), the results of these two calcula-
tions are equal. Canceling common terms and rearranging using skew-symmetry,
we obtain

(5.5) [[x, y], z] ◦ [[y, z], x] ◦ [[z, x], y] = [[x, z], [y, z]]

for all x, y, z ∈ Q. Since the left side of (5.5) is invariant under cyclic permutations
of x, y, z, so is the right side, and so we have

(5.6) [[x, z], [y, z]] = [[y, x], [z, x]]

for all x, y, z ∈ Q. Replace x in this last identity with x ◦u and use biadditivity to
get

[[x, z], [y, z]] ◦ [[u, z], [y, z]] = [[y, x], [z, x]] ◦ [[y, u], [z, x]] ◦ [[y, x], [z, u]] ◦ [[y, u], [z, u]].
Canceling terms on both sides using (5.6), we obtain 1 = [[y, u], [z, x]]◦ [[y, x], [z, u]]
for all x, y, z, u ∈ Q. Taking u = y, we get 1 = [[y, x], [z, y]], which is equivalent to
(W2). It follows that the right side of (5.5) is equal to 1, and so the Jacobi identity
holds. Therefore, (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) is a Lie ring satisfying (W1) and (W2).

Let us now show that the two constructions are inverse to each other. Suppose
that the constructions yield (Q, ·) �→ (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) �→ (Q, 
). Then x 
 y = x ◦ y ◦
[x, y]−1, and since (Q, ◦) is an abelian group and x◦y ◦ (xy)−1 = [x, y], we conclude
that x 
 y = xy. In the other direction, let (Q,+, [·, ·]) �→ (Q, 
) �→ (Q, ◦, �·, ·�),
where (Q, ◦) is the Bruck loop associated with (Q, 
). We have already shown that
(Q, ◦) = (Q,+). Then �x, y� = x ◦ y ◦ (x 
 y)−1 = x+ y − (x+ y − [x, y]) = [x, y].

Finally, we show the correspondence of substructures. Suppose that (Q, ·) cor-
responds to (Q,+, [·, ·]). Lemma 5.1 shows that the three loop operations of (Q, ·)
(in fact, of (Q, 
), but (Q, 
) = (Q, ·) here) can be expressed in terms of + and [·, ·].

If S is a subring of (Q,+, [·, ·]), then since S is closed under + and [·, ·], it is
a subloop of (Q, ·). If S is an ideal of (Q,+, [·, ·]), then it is invariant under the
mappings idQ − ad(x) = φx for all x ∈ Q, and hence S is invariant under Inn(Q, ·)
by Lemma 5.6.

If S is a subloop of (Q, ·) closed under square roots, then by Proposition 4.2 S
is a subgroup of (Q, ◦). Therefore S is a subring of (Q,+, [·, ·]) by definition of the
bracket.
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Finally, if S is a normal subloop of (Q, ·), then S is invariant under all mappings
idQ − ad(x) = φx. But then (S)ad(x) ⊆ S for all x ∈ Q, and so S is an ideal of
(Q,+, [·, ·]). �

We conclude with the observation that in the uniquely 2-divisible case the con-
dition (W2) already implies that (Q,+, [·, ·]) is solvable of derived length at most
2.

Lemma 5.8. Let (Q,+, [·, ·]) be a uniquely 2-divisible Lie ring. Then Q satisfies
(W2) if and only if [[Q,Q], [Q,Q]] = 0.

Proof. Clearly, if [[Q,Q], [Q,Q]] = 0, then (W2) follows. For the converse, sup-
pose that [[x1, x2], [x3, x4]] = 0 for all xi ∈ Q, i = 1, . . . , 4. Replacing x2 with
x2 + x4 and then using (W2) itself to cancel terms, we obtain [[x1, x2], [x3, x4]] +
[[x1, x4], [x3, x2]] = 0 or by skew-symmetry,

(5.7) [[x1, x2], [x3, x4]] = [[x1, x4], [x2, x3]]

for all xi ∈ Q, i = 1, . . . , 4. Set v = [[x1, x2], [x3, x4]]. Under the natural action
of the symmetric group S4 on functions from Q4 to Q, skew-symmetry and (5.7)
imply that vσ = (−1)σv for all σ ∈ S4. Hence v = v(13)(24) = [[x3, x4], [x1, x2]] =
−[[x1, x2], [x3, x4]] = −v. Thus 2v = 0, and so v = 0 by unique 2-divisibility. �

6. Nilpotency and solvability

In this section we prove the Odd Order Theorem for automorphic loops together
with two other corollaries of Theorem 5.7. We start with automorphic loops of
prime power order.

Let p be a prime. By Corollary 4.12, an automorphic loop of order p is isomorphic
to Zp. The following result was first obtained by Csörgő [6], using her signature
method of connected transversals. We can now give a short proof based on Theorem
5.7. A proof that is both short and elementary remains elusive.

Theorem 6.1 (Csörgő). Let p be a prime. Every automorphic loop of order p2 is
a group.

Proof. LetQ be an automorphic loop of order p2. Every loop of order 4 is associative
[25], so assume p > 2. Bruck loops of order p2 are groups [4]. If (Q, ◦) is cyclic, then
so is Q, so assume (Q, ◦) is elementary abelian. Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.8 give an
associated solvable Lie ring (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) of derived length at most 2. Since (Q, ◦) is
an elementary abelian, (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) is a 2-dimensional Lie algebra over GF (p). Over
any field, there are, up to isomorphism, only two 2-dimensional Lie algebras, one
abelian and the other nonabelian [16]. The nonabelian Lie algebra of dimension 2
has a basis {x, y} such that [x, y] = y. But then y(id+ad(x)) = 0 so that condition
(W1) is not satisfied. Thus (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) must be an abelian Lie algebra, that is,
[x, y] = 0 for all x, y ∈ Q. Then xy = x ◦ y; that is, Q is an abelian group. �

Commutative automorphic loops of order pk are centrally nilpotent when p is
an odd prime [5, 19]. Commutative automorphic loops of order p3 were classified
up to isomorphism in [8]. There are additional nonassociative noncommutative
automorphic loops of order p3, p and odd prime. A class of such loops with trivial
nuclei was obtained in [19]. In particular, when p is an odd prime, automorphic
loops of order p3 need not be centrally nilpotent. In the following example we
present the construction of [19] in a new way, using the corresponding Lie algebras.
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Example 6.2. Let F be a field and fix A ∈ GL(2, F ). On Q = F × F 2, define an
operation [·, ·] by

[(a, x), (b, y)] = (0, (ay − bx)A)

for all a, b ∈ F , x, y ∈ F 2. (Note that we think of elements of F 2 as row vectors so
that A acts on the right.) Then it is straightforward to verify that (Q,+, [·, ·]) is a
Lie algebra satisfying (W2). Let rx = idQ − ad(x), �x = idQ + ad(x) be as before.
In block matrix form, we have

(a, x)r(b,y) = (a, x+ (bx− ay)A) = (a, x)

(
1 −yA
0 I + bA

)

and

(b, y)�(a,x) = (b, y + (bx− ay)A) = (b, y)

(
1 xA
0 I − aA

)
,

where I is the 2× 2 identity matrix. Thus condition (W1) will hold precisely when
det(I +μA) �= 0 for all μ ∈ F , that is, when the characteristic polynomial of A has
no roots in F . (See [19] for an interpretation of this in terms of anisotropic planes.)
Assume this property now holds for A.

We show that the left/right nucleus of the corresponding loop (Q, 
) is trivial.
By Proposition 5.2, Nλ(Q, 
) consists of all elements (a, x) such that

[[(a, x), (b, y)], (c, z)] = (0, c(ay − bx)A) = (0, 0)

for all b, c ∈ F , y, z ∈ F 2. Thus c(ay − bx)A = 0. Since A ∈ GL(2, F ) and taking
c �= 0, we have ay = bx for all b ∈ F , y ∈ F 2. Taking b �= 0, y = 0 implies x = 0,
while taking b = 0, y �= 0 implies a = 0. Thus Nλ(Q, 
) is trivial.

Consider the particular case F = GF (p). If p = 2, then by Corollary 5.3, we
obtain a commutative automorphic loop (Q, 
) of exponent 2 and order 8. There
is precisely one such loop with trivial center, first constructed in [18]. As discussed
in [19], if p = 3, then this construction gives two isomorphism classes of (noncom-
mutative) automorphic loops depending on the choice of A, while if p = 5, there
are three isomorphism classes. For p > 5, it is conjectured that there are precisely
three isomorphism classes [19, Conj. 6.5].

Returning to general automorphic loops of order p3, p odd prime, there is much
that is still unknown, but we can at least say that for p = 3, such automorphic
loops are necessarily given by the construction of Proposition 5.2:

Lemma 6.3. Let Q be an automorphic loop of order 27 and exponent 3. Then Q
is constructed from a Lie algebra satisfying (W1) and (W2) by the construction (
).

Proof. Every Bruck loop of exponent 3 is a commutative Moufang loop [26]. Mo-
ufang loops of order 3n for n ≤ 3 are associative. Thus the associated Bruck
loop (Q, ◦) is an elementary abelian 3-group. By Theorem 5.7, we have an associ-
ated solvable Lie ring (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) satisfying (W1), (W2). Since (Q, ◦) is elementary
abelian, (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) is a Lie algebra over GF (3). By Theorem 5.7, (Q, ·) is equal to
the loop (Q, 
) obtained from (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) by (
). �

Lemma 6.3 cannot be easily extended to Bruck loops of order p3 and exponent
p for p > 3 because there are nonassociative Bruck loops of such orders.

We now start working toward the Odd Order Theorem.
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If Q is a loop and S ≤ Q, the relative multiplication group of S, denoted by
Mlt(Q;S), is the subgroup of Mlt(Q) generated by all Rx, Lx, x ∈ S. The relative
inner mapping group of S is Inn(Q;S) = (Mlt(Q;S))1 = Mlt(Q;S) ∩ Inn(Q).

Lemma 6.4. Let Q be a finite automorphic loop of odd order. A subloop S of
the associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) is a subloop of Q if and only if Sh = S for every
h ∈ Inn(Q;S).

Proof. The “only if” direction is trivial, so assume the hypothesis of the converse
assertion. Fix u, v ∈ S. Since powers agree in (Q, ◦) and Q, we have u−1, v−1 ∈ S.
Set w = v1/2 and note that v ∈ S as well. By Lemma 4.5, Aut(Q, ·) ≤ Aut(Q, ◦).
Thus S also contains

(u ◦ w)2Tu = (uTu ◦ wTu)
2 = (u ◦ wTu)

2 = (u−1\[wTu]
2)u

= vTuL
−1
u−1Ru = vR2

uL
−1
u L−1

u−1 ,

using (2.2). Since Lu−1Lu ∈ Inn(Q), S also contains vR2
u = (u ◦w)2TuLu−1Lu. By

induction, vR2k
u ∈ S for all integers k. Now let 2n + 1 be the order of u. Then

R2n+1
u ∈ Inn(Q), and so S contains vR2n+1

u R−2n
u = vu, and also vR2n+1

u R
2(−n−1)
u =

v/u. Thus S is closed under multiplication and right division. By the AAIP, S is
also closed under left division, and hence is a subloop. �
Lemma 6.5. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible automorphic loop, and let (Q, ◦) be
the associated Bruck loop. Then every characteristic subloop of (Q, ◦) is a normal
subloop of Q.

Proof. If S is a characteristic subloop of (Q, ◦), then by Lemma 4.5, S is invariant
under Inn(Q). By Lemma 6.4, S is a subloop of Q. �
Theorem 6.6 (Odd Order Theorem). Every automorphic loop of odd order is
solvable.

Proof. Let Q be a minimal counterexample. If 1 < S � Q, then by minimality,
both S and Q/S are solvable automorphic loops of odd order. This contradicts the
nonsolvability of Q. Therefore Q is simple.

Let (Q, ◦) be the associated Bruck loop and let D denote the derived subloop of
(Q, ◦). By [14, Thm. 14(b)], (Q, ◦) is solvable and so D is a proper subloop. Since
D char(Q, ◦), it follows from Lemma 6.5 that D �Q. Since Q is simple, D = {1}.
Therefore (Q, ◦) is an abelian group.

Now let p be a prime divisor of |Q| and let Mp = {x ∈ Q | xp = 1}. Then
Mp char(Q, ◦), and so by Lemma 6.5 again, Mp � Q. By Theorem 4.11, Mp is
nontrivial, and so since Q is simple, Mp = Q. Thus Q has exponent p, (Q, ◦) has
exponent p by Proposition 4.2, and (Q, ◦) is an elementary abelian p-group.

By Theorem 5.7, (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) defined by ([·, ·]) is a Lie ring satisfying (W1) and
(W2). By Lemma 5.8, (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) is solvable. Since (Q, ◦) is an elementary abelian
p-group, we may view (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) as a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over GF (p).
Since Q is simple as a loop, Theorem 5.7 also implies that (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) is either simple
as a Lie algebra or else is abelian. The former case contradicts the solvability of
(Q, ◦, [·, ·]), and so (Q, ◦, [·, ·]) is abelian. But then xy = x◦y ◦ [x, y] = x◦y, so that
Q is an abelian group, a contradiction with nonsolvability of Q. �

We remark that the proof of [14, Thm. 14(b)] depends on the Feit-Thompson
Odd Order Theorem for groups, and hence so does our proof of Theorem 6.6.
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7. Finite simple automorphic loops

The main open problem in the theory of automorphic loops is the existence
or nonexistence of a nonassociative finite simple automorphic loop; cf., Problem
10.1. By Theorem 6.6 and by the main results of [15], such a loop would be
noncommutative and of even order, though not a 2-loop.

Simple loops can be studied via primitive permutation groups thanks to this
classic theorem of Albert [1]:

Proposition 7.1. A loop Q is simple if and only if Mlt(Q) is primitive.

Lemma 7.2. Let Q be a simple nonassociative automorphic loop with inversion
map J . If J �= idQ, then CMlt(Q)(J) = Inn(Q).

Proof. Since Q is automorphic, J commutes with every inner mapping. Therefore
Inn(Q) ≤ CMlt(Q)(J). Since Mlt(Q) is primitive by Proposition 7.1, Inn(Q) is a

maximal subgroup of Mlt(Q). Since J �= idQ, there is x ∈ Q such that x �= x−1,
and so xJLx = 1 �= x−2 = xLxJ . Hence CMlt(Q)(J) �= MltQ, and so the desired
equality holds. �

Recall that the socle Soc(G) of a group G is the subgroup generated by the
minimal normal subgroups of G. By the O’Nan-Scott Theorem [9, Thm. 4.1A], the
analysis of a finite primitive group G divides into two cases depending on whether
or not Soc(G) is regular.

Proposition 7.3. Let Q be a finite simple nonassociative automorphic loop. Then
the socle Soc(Mlt(Q)) is not regular.

Proof. Suppose S = Soc(Mlt(Q)) is regular. Recall that J normalizes Mlt(Q) in
Sym(Q) by Corollary 2.6. Thus since S is characteristic in Mlt(Q), S is normalized
by J . By Theorem 6.6, |S| = |Q| is even. Thus J fixes a nonidentity element
s ∈ S. If J �= idQ, then by Lemma 7.2, s ∈ Inn(Q). But then (1)s = 1, which
contradicts the regularity of S. Therefore J = idQ and so Q has exponent 2. By
[17, Thm. 6.2], Q has order a power of 2 and then by [15, Thm. 3], Q is solvable,
a contradiction. �

By the O’Nan-Scott Theorem, it follows that Mlt(Q) is of almost simple type,
of diagonal type or of product type [9].

Although the classification of finite simple automorphic loops remains open, re-
sults from group theory about characteristic subgroups hold analogously for char-
acteristic subloops of automorphic loops with essentially the same proofs (cf. the
closing remarks of [15]). Part (ii) of the following result is [3, Thm. 2.2(ii)].

Theorem 7.4. Let Q be an automorphic loop.

(i) If T charS�Q, then T �Q.
(ii) Every characteristic subloop of Q is normal.
(iii) If Q is finite and characteristically simple, then Q is a direct product of

isomorphic simple loops.

Proof. Every inner mapping leaves S invariant, hence acts as an automorphism of
S. Since T is characteristic in S, Tϕ = T for all ϕ ∈ Inn(Q). This establishes (i),
and (ii) follows from (i) by taking S = Q. Now suppose Q is finite and character-
istically simple, and let S = S1 be a minimal normal subloop. Consider the orbit
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{S1, . . . , Sm} of S under Aut(Q). Each Si, being the image of a minimal normal
subloop of Q under an automorphism, is also a minimal normal subloop of Q. Since
each Si ∩ Sj is normal in Q, it follows from minimality that the subloops Si inter-
sect pairwise trivially. Thus S1 · · ·Sm is a direct product [2]. Since automorphisms
map the direct factors of S1 · · ·Sm to each other, the direct product is character-
istic in Q. Thus Q = S1 · · ·Sm because Q is characteristically simple. Since S is
both a minimal normal subloop and a direct factor of Q, S must be simple. This
establishes (iii). �

Corollary 7.5. A minimal normal subloop of a finite automorphic loop is a direct
product of isomorphic simple loops.

Proof. If S is a minimal normal subloop of Q, then by Theorem 7.4(i), S is char-
acteristically simple, and we are done by Theorem 7.4(iii). �

Proposition 7.6. Let Q be an automorphic loop.

(i) Q(n) �Q for each n > 0.
(ii) If Q is solvable, then the derived series Q�Q′ �Q′′ � · · ·�Q(n) = 1 is a

normal series, that is, Q(k) �Q for all k > 0.

Proof. Each Q(k) is characteristic in Q(k−1) for all k ≥ 1. By Theorem 7.4(i), each
Q(n) �Q. This proves (i), and (ii) follows from (i). �

8. Split middle nuclear extensions

In this brief section we will examine automorphic loops which are split extensions
by their middle nuclei. The following proposition shows that this notion can be
defined in either of the usual group theoretic ways.

Proposition 8.1. Let Q be a loop with normal middle nucleus Nμ = Nμ(Q). The
following conditions are equivalent.

(i) The natural homomorphism η : Q → Q/Nμ splits; that is, there is a homo-
morphism σ : Q/Nμ → Q such that ση = idQ/Nμ

.
(ii) There exists a subloop S of Q such that Q = SNμ and S ∩Nμ = 1.

Proof. Assume (i) holds. Let S = σ(Q/Nμ), which is a subloop of Q since σ is a
homomorphism. Clearly S ∩Nμ = 1. For x ∈ Q, let s = (x)ησ = (xNμ)σ and let
a = s\x. Then (a)η = Nμ, that is, a ∈ ker(η) = Nμ. Therefore Q = SNμ and (ii)
holds.

Assume (ii) holds. Suppose sa = tb for s, t ∈ S and a, b ∈ Nμ. Then s =
tb · a−1 = t · ba−1 since a, b ∈ Nμ. Hence t\s = ba−1 ∈ S ∩ Nμ = 1, and so t = s
and b = a. Thus each x ∈ Q has a unique factorization x = sa for some s ∈ S,
a ∈ Nμ. In particular, the subloop S is a complete set of left coset representatives
of Nμ. Therefore setting (sNμ)σ = s for each s ∈ S yields a well-defined map
σ : Q/Nμ → Q with (sNμ)ησ = sNμ. Finally σ is a homomorphism by the
definition of coset multiplication. �

We will say that an automorphic loop Q is a split middle nuclear extension (of
S by Nμ) if either, and hence both, of the conditions of Proposition 8.1 holds. In
automorphic loops, the multiplication in a split middle nuclear extension has a very
specific form, as follows.
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Proposition 8.2. Let Q be an automorphic loop. For all a, b ∈ Nμ(Q) and all x,
y ∈ Q,

(8.1) xa · yb = xy · ((a)Ty · b)Ly,x .

Proof. First we prove

(8.2) a · yb = ay · b .

Since b ∈ Nμ = Nμ(Q), we have Tb = RbLb−1 . Thus we compute

ay · b = b · (ay)Tb = b[(a)Tb · (y)Tb] = b[b−1ab · b−1yb]

= b[b−1a · yb] = (b · b−1a) · yb = a · yb,

where we have used Tb ∈ Aut(Q) in the second equality, b, b−1 ∈ Nμ in the fourth
equality and b−1a ∈ Nμ in the fifth equality. This establishes (8.2).

For (8.1), we compute

xa ·yb = x(a ·yb) (8.2)
= x(ay ·b) = x ·(y ·(a)Ty)b = x ·y((a)Ty ·b) = xy ·((a)Ty ·b)Ly,x ,

where we have used (a)Ty ∈ Nμ (since Nμ �Q by Proposition 2.9) in the fourth
equality. �

Corollary 8.3. Let Q be an automorphic loop which is a split middle nuclear
extension Q = SNμ. Then for all s, t ∈ S, a, b ∈ Nμ,

(8.3) sa · tb = st · ((a)Tt · b)Lt,s ,

where the right hand side is the unique factorization of the left side into an element
st ∈ S and an element ((a)Tt · b)Lt,s ∈ Nμ.

Just as split extensions of groups (internal semidirect products) lead naturally to
external semidirect products, so do split middle nuclear extensions of automorphic
loops lead to an “external” construction of automorphic loops. The input data are
a loop S, a group N , a mapping φ : S → Aut(N) satisfying (1)φ = 1 and a mapping
α : S × S → Aut(N) satisfying (1, s)α = (s, 1)α = 1 for all s ∈ S. On Q := S ×N ,
we define operations by

(s, a) · (t, b) = (st, (a(t)φb)(t,s)α) ,

(s, a)\(t, b) = (s\t, (a−1)(s\t)φb((s\t,s)α)
−1

) ,

(s, a)/(t, b) = (s/t, (a((t,s/t)α)
−1

b−1)((t)φ)
−1

) .

Then it is easy to show (Q, ·, \, /) is a loop with neutral element (1, 1). To get
an automorphic loop, it is necessary that S be automorphic, and there are various
conditions which must be satisfied by φ and α. It is straightforward to find these
conditions by simply calculating inner mappings in Q and assuming them to be
automorphisms. However, the calculations and the conditions themselves are both
lengthy and unenlightening in their full generality. Since we are only going to
examine a special case in detail in the next section, we omit the general construction.
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9. Dihedral automorphic loops

We begin with a construction of automorphic loops motivated by Corollary 8.3.

Proposition 9.1. Let (A,+) be an abelian group and fix α ∈ Aut(A). Let Dih(A,α)
be defined on Z2 ×A by

(9.1) (i, u) · (j, v) = (i+ j, ((−1)ju+ v)αij).

Then (Dih(A,α), ·) is an automorphic loop. If α �= idA, then Nμ = {0} ×A ∼= A.

Proof. Throughout the proof, the exponent of α in (9.1) is calculated in Z2. Clearly
(0, 0) is the neutral element. Setting

(i, u)\(j, v) = (i+ j, vα−i(j+i) − (−1)i+ju),

(i, u)/(j, v) = (i+ j, (−1)j(uα−(i+j)j − v),

it is straightforward to show that \ and / satisfy the properties of divisions in a
loop.

The generalized conjugation T(i,u) is given by

(j, v)T(i,u) = (j, (−1)iv + (1− (−1)j)u) ,

as can be readily checked. Note that this is independent of α. We check that this
is an automorphism. First,

[(j, v) · (k, w)]T(i,u) = (j + k, ((−1)kv + w)αjk)T(i,u)

= (j + k, (−1)i((−1)kv + w)αjk + (1− (−1)j+k)u)

= (j + k, (−1)i+kvαjk + (−1)iwαjk + (1− (−1)j+k)u).

On the other hand,

(j, v)T(i,u) · (k, w)T(i,u)

= (j, (−1)iv + (1− (−1)j)u) · (k, (−1)iw + (1− (−1)k)u)

= (j + k, [(−1)k((−1)iv + (1− (−1)j)u) + (−1)iw + (1− (−1)k)u]αjk)

= (j + k, (−1)i+kvαjk + (−1)iwαjk + h),

where

h = [(−1)k(1− (−1)j) + (1− (−1)k)]uαjk = (1− (−1)j+k)uαjk .

Checking all four possibilities, we see that (1− (−1)j+k)uαjk = (1− (−1)j+k)u for
j, k ∈ Z2. Thus T(i,u) is an automorphism.

Next, we check that the left inner mappings L(j,v),(i,u) are automorphisms. A
lengthy calculation gives

(k, w)L(j,v),(i,u) = (k, [(−1)j+ku(α−jk − idA) + w]αij) .

Note that this is independent of v. We have

(k, w)L(j,v),(i,u) · (�, x)L(j,v),(i,u)

= (k, [(−1)j+ku(α−jk − idA) + w]αij) · (�, [(−1)j+�u(α−j� − idA) + x]αij)

= (k + �, {(−1)�[(−1)j+ku(α−jk − idA) + w]

+ (−1)j+�u(α−j� − idA) + x}αijαk�)

= (k + �, [(−1)�w + x+ q]αijαk�),
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where

q = (−1)�u[(−1)j+k(α−jk − idA) + (−1)j(α−j� − idA)]

= (−1)j+k+�u(α−jk − idA + (−1)k(α−j� − idA))

= (−1)j+k+�u(α−j(k+�) − idA).

The last equality follows by checking all possible values of j, k, � ∈ Z2. On the
other hand, we compute

[(k, w) · (�, x)]L(j,v),(i,u)

= (k + �, [(−1)�w + x]αk�)L(j,v),(i,u)

= (k + �, {(−1)j+k+�u(α−j(k+�) − idA) + [(−1)�w + x]αk�}αij)

= (k + �, {(−1)j+k+�u(α−j(k+�) − idA)α
−k� + (−1)�w + x}αk�αij).

Now observe that u(α−j(k+�) − idA)α
−k� = u(α−j(k+�) − idA) for all j, k, � ∈ Z2

just by checking all possibilities. Thus we see that L(j,v),(i,u) is an automorphism.
Applying Proposition 2.8, we have shown that Dih(A,α) is an automorphic loop.

It remains to characterize the middle nucleus when α �= idA. We have that (j, v) ∈
Nm if and only if (k, w) = (k, w)L(j,v),(i,u) for all i, k ∈ Z2, u, w ∈ A. Thus
matching second components, we require

(9.2) [(−1)j+ku(α−jk − idA) + w]αij = w

for all i, k ∈ Z2, u, w ∈ A. Taking u = 0, i = 1, we must have wαj = w for all
w ∈ A. Thus αj = idA. Since α �= idA, we must have j = 0. On the other hand,
since (9.2) is independent of v, it is clear that (0, v) ∈ Nμ. This completes the
proof. �

We call the loops Dih(A,α) generalized dihedral automorphic loops. Dih(A, idA)
is the usual generalized dihedral group determined by the abelian group A. If
A = Z, then Aut(A) = Z

∗ = {±1}. In this case we write D∞(c) = Dih(Z, c)
where c = ±1 and refer to these loops as infinite dihedral automorphic loops. If
A = Zn, then Aut(A) = Z

∗
n, the group of integers in {1, . . . , n − 1} coprime to

m. We write D2n(c) = Dih(Zn, c) where c ∈ Z
∗
n and refer to these loops simply as

dihedral automorphic loops.
In D∞(c) or D2n(c), the multiplication specializes as follows:

(9.3) (i, j) · (k, �) = (i+ k, cik((−1)kj + �)),

where c ∈ {±1} in the former case and c ∈ Z
∗
n in the latter case.

We now show that different values of the parameter c give nonisomorphic dihedral
automorphic loops, and we calculate their automorphism groups.

Lemma 9.2. Let Q = D2n(c). Then

(i) (0, 1)m = (0,m) for every m ∈ Z, and Zn
∼= 0× Zn ≤ Q,

(ii) |(1, x)| = 2 for every x ∈ Zn,
(iii) (1, 0) · (0, y) = (1, y) for every y ∈ Zn, and Q = 〈(0, 1), (1, 0)〉.

Proof. (i) Since automorphic loops are power-associative, the power (0, 1)m is well
defined for every m ∈ Z. The claim holds for m = 0, since (0, 0) is the neutral
element of Q. Suppose the claim holds for some m ≥ 0. Then (0, 1)m+1 = (0, 1)m ·
(0, 1) = (0,m) · (0, 1) = (0,m + 1). Since (0,−m) · (0,m) = (0, 0), it follows that
(0, 1)−m = (0,−m). The rest is clear.
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(ii) For any x ∈ Zn we have (1, x) · (1, x) = (0, c(−x+ x)) = (0, 0).
(iii) The formula (1, 0) · (0, y) = (1, y) follows immediately from (9.3). Then

Q = 〈(0, 1), (1, 0)〉 follows from (i). �

By Lemma 9.2, a loop homomorphism f : D2n(c) → Q is determined by its values
(0, 1)f , (1, 0)f . If n > 2, then 0×Zn is the unique subloop of D2n(c) isomorphic to
Zn, by Lemma 9.2(iii). Hence, if f : D2n(c) → D2n(d) is an isomorphism, it follows
that (0, 1)f = (0, α) for some α ∈ Z

∗
n, and (1, 0)f = (1, β) for some β ∈ Zn. Using

Lemma 9.2 again, we then have

(0, x)f = ((0, 1)x)f = ((0, 1)f)x = (0, α)x = (0, xα),

(1, x)f = ((1, 0) · (0, x))f = (1, 0)f · (0, x)f = (1, β) · (0, xα) = (1, β + xα)

for every x ∈ Zn.
Given any α ∈ Z

∗
n, β ∈ Zn, let us denote the mapping f : D2n(c) → D2n(d)

satisfying (0, x)f = (0, xα), (1, x)f = (1, β+xα) for all x ∈ Zn by fα,β . (Note that
the definition of fα,β does not require knowledge of c, d, so we will consider fα,β to
be a mapping from D2n(c) to D2n(d) for any c, d ∈ Z

∗
n.)

Lemma 9.3. Let c, d ∈ Z
∗
n, α ∈ Z∗

n and β ∈ Zn. Then f = fα,β : D2n(c) → D2n(d)
is a bijection that satisfies ((0, x) · (0, y))f = (0, x)f · (0, y)f , ((0, x) · (1, y))f =
(0, x)f ·(1, y)f and ((1, x) ·(0, y))f = (1, x)f ·(0, y)f for every x, y ∈ Zn. Moreover,
f is an isomorphism if and only if c = d.

Proof. Since α ∈ Z
∗
n, it is clear from the definition of f = fα,β that it is a bijec-

tion D2n(c) → D2n(d). For x, y ∈ Zn we have ((0, x) · (0, y))f = (0, x + y)f =
(0, (x+ y)α) = (0, xα) · (0, yα) = (0, x)f · (0, y)f , ((0, x) · (1, y))f = (1,−x+ y)f =
(1, β + (−x+ y)α) = (0, xα) · (1, β + yα) = (0, x)f · (1, y)f , and ((1, x) · (0, y))f =
(1, x+ y)f = (1, β + (x+ y)α) = (1, β + xα) · (0, yα) = (1, x)f · (0, y)f . Finally, we
have ((1, x) · (1, y))f = (0, c(−x+ y))f = (0, c(−x+ y)α), while (1, x)f · (1, y)f =
(1, β + xα) · (1, β + yα) = (0, d(−(β + xα) + β + yα)) = (0, d(−x+ y)α), so f is an
isomorphism if and only if c = d. �

Corollary 9.4. For an integer n ≥ 2, the loops D2n(c), c ∈ Z
∗
n, are pairwise

nonisomorphic.

Proposition 9.5. Let c ∈ Z
∗
n and Q = D2n(c). Then Aut(Q) is isomorphic to the

holomorph Aut(Zn)�Zn = Z
∗
n�Zn with multiplication (α, β)(γ, δ) = (αγ, β+αδ).

Proof. By the discussion preceding Lemma 9.3, every automorphism of Q is of the
form fα,β for some α ∈ Z

∗
n, β ∈ Zn. By Lemma 9.3, every such mapping fα,β is

an automorphism ofQ. Now, if γ ∈ Z
∗
n, δ ∈ Zn and x ∈ Zn, we have (0, x)fγ,δfα,β =

(0, xγ)fα,β = (0, xγα) = (0, xαγ) = (0, x)fαγ,β+αδ and (1, x)fγ,δfα,β =
(1, δ + xγ)fα,β = (1, β + (δ + xγ)α) = (1, β + αδ + xαγ) = (1, x)fαγ,β+αδ. �

Results analogous to 9.2–9.5 hold for the infinite dihedral automorphic loops
D∞(c), with every occurrence of Zn replaced with Z, and 2n replaced with ∞.

Commutative automorphic loops with middle nuclei of index 2 were studied in
detail in [18]. In the next result we examine the noncommutative case under the
assumption that the middle nucleus is cyclic.
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Proposition 9.6. Let Q be a noncommutative automorphic loop with cyclic middle
nucleus Nμ(Q) = 〈b〉, and suppose that Q is a split middle nuclear extension Q =
〈a〉〈b〉 where a2 = 1. If Q is infinite, then Q ∼= D∞(c) for some c ∈ {±1}. If Q is
finite, then Q ∼= D2n(c) for some n ∈ N and some c ∈ Z

∗
n.

Proof. Since T 2
a = idQ by Lemma 2.7 (see (2.9)), we must have (b)Ta = b or

(b)Ta = b−1 by the normality of 〈b〉 in Q. If the former situation holds, then
(aibj)Ta = aibj for all i = 0, 1 and all j since Ta is an automorphism. Therefore
Ta fixes every point of Q and hence a ∈ C(Q). It follows that (aibj)Tb = aibj for
all i = 0, 1 and all j since Tb is an automorphism. Thus b ∈ C(Q). Therefore
C(Q) = Q; that is, Q is commutative, a contradiction. It follows that (b)Ta = b−1.

We have that T1 = L1,1 = L1,a = La,1 = idQ, and so referring to (8.3), we see
that the multiplication in Q is entirely determined by the automorphism La,a � 〈b〉.
If 〈b〉 ∼= Z, then Aut(〈b〉) ∼= Z

∗ = {±1} and there are two possible values for
La,a � 〈b〉 determined by (b)La,a = bc where c = ±1. If 〈b〉 ∼= Zn, then Aut(〈b〉) ∼=
Z
∗
n, and the possible values for La,a � 〈b〉 are given by (b)La,a = bc where c ∈ Z

∗
n.

In either case, we thus have (b)Lai,ak = bc
ik

for i, k = 0, 1.
Fixing c ∈ Z

∗ or Z∗
n, it follows from the preceding discussion that (8.3) specializes

to the present setting as follows:

(9.4) aibj · aka� = ai+kbc
ij((−1)kj+�) ,

for all i, k ∈ Z2, j, � ∈ Z or Zn. Finally, for m = ∞ or 2n, define ψ : Dm(c) → Q
by (i, j)ψ = aibj . It is straightforward to check that ψ is an isomorphism using
(9.3) and (9.4). �

As an application, we have the following classification results.

Theorem 9.7. Let Q be a finite automorphic loop with a cyclic subgroup of odd
order n and of index 2. Then either Q is a cyclic group or Q ∼= D2n(c) for some
c ∈ Z

∗
n.

Proof. Let 〈b〉 be a cyclic subgroup of order n. This subloop is normal in Q since
it has index 2. By Corollary 4.8, Q also has an element a of order 2. By (2.9),
(b)Ta = b or (b)Ta = b−1, and by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition
9.6, we see that the former case leads to Q being commutative. If Q is commutative,
then by [17, Thm. 5.1], Q is isomorphic to the direct product Z2×Zn

∼= Z2n. Thus
we assume from now on that Q is noncommutative, and so (b)Ta = b−1.

It remains to show that 〈b〉 is the middle nucleus of Q. Since Q is the disjoint
union of 〈b〉 and a〈b〉, every element of Q has a unique representation in the form
aibj , i = 0, 1, 0 ≤ j < n. Thus to show 〈b〉 ⊆ Nμ(Q), we must show (aibj ·bk)·a�br =
aibj · (bk · a�br) for all 0 ≤ i, � ≤ 1, 0 ≤ j, k, r < n.

Our first step is to prove

(9.5) bab = a .

Set c = b(n+1)/2 so that c2 = b. We use (3.4) to get (x−1)Pxy = (x−1)R−1
x−1PyLx =

xy2 for all x, y ∈ Q. Take x = a/c and y = c in this to get (a/c)b =
(a/c)c2 = [(a/c)−1]Pa = [(a/c)−1]Ta because Pa = Ta since a2 = 1. We record
this as (a/c)b = [(a/c)−1]Ta and use this identity twice in the following:

b · (a/c)b = b · [(a/c)−1]Ta = (b−1)Ta · [(a/c)−1]Ta = [b−1(a/c)−1]Ta

= [((a/c)b)−1]Ta = [((a/c)b)Ta]
−1 = (((a/c)−1)TaTa)

−1 = a/c,
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where we also used Ta ∈ Aut(Q) in the third and fifth equalities, and AAIP in
the fourth. Hence aRc = aRcRbLb = aRbLbRc by Proposition 2.3. Canceling, we
obtain (9.5).

Recall that we work under the assumption (b)Ta = b−1. By (9.5), we have
a = bab = (a · (b)Ta)b = ab−1 · b. Thus the automorphism LaRbL

−1
a R−1

b fixes

b−1 and hence fixes each bk, that is, abk · b = abk+1 for 0 ≤ k < n. Then the
automorphism LbkLaL

−1
abk

fixes b and hence fixes each br, that is, abk · br = abk+r

for 0 ≤ k, r < n. Since abk · a = a · bka (by Proposition 2.3), LbkLaL
−1
abk

also fixes a

and hence fixes each a�br, that is, abk ·a�br = a(bk ·a�br) for 0 ≤ � ≤ 1, 0 ≤ k, r < n.
On the other hand, by (9.5) again, we have

a = bab = b((b)T−1
a · a) = b((b)Ta · a) = b · b−1a.

Dualizing the arguments of the preceding paragraph, we get bj(bk ·a�br) = bj+k ·a�br
for � = 0, 1, 0 ≤ j, k, r < n. Combining this with the preceding paragraph, we see
that RbkRa�brR

−1
bk·a�br

fixes both a and each bj . It follows that (aibj · bk) · a�br =

aibj · (bk · a�br) for 0 ≤ i, � ≤ 1, 0 ≤ j, k, r < n, as desired.
We have shown that 〈b〉 ⊆ Nμ(Q). If abi ∈ Nμ(Q) for any i, then a ∈ Nμ(Q) since

Nμ(Q) is a subloop. But then Q = Nμ(Q), a contradiction. Therefore 〈b〉 = Nμ(Q).
By Proposition 9.6, we have the desired result. �

Recently, P. Csörgő was able to establish the following result by group-theoretic
means.

Theorem 9.8 (Elementwise Lagrange Theorem [7]). Let Q be a finite automorphic
loop and let a ∈ Q. Then the order of a divides the order of Q.

Corollary 9.9 (Automorphic loops of order 2p). Let Q be an automorphic loop of
order 2p where p is an odd prime. Then Q ∼= D2p(c) for some integer 1 ≤ c < p, or
Q ∼= Z2p. Thus there are precisely p automorphic loops of order 2p, including the
cyclic group Z2p and the dihedral group D2p.

Proof. By Corollary 4.8, Q has an element a of order 2. If every element of Q
had order 2, then by [15, Thm. 8], Q itself would have order a power of 2, a
contradiction. By Theorem 9.8, every element of Q has order dividing 2p. Thus Q
must have an element b of order p. Since 〈a〉 ∩ 〈b〉 = 1, the desired isomorphism
now follows from Theorem 9.7.

The p−1 dihedral automorphic loops D2p(c), c ∈ Z
∗
p, are pairwise nonisomorphic

by Corollary 9.4. �

10. Open problems

The main open problem in the theory of automorphic loops is the following:

Problem 10.1. Does there exist a (finite) simple, nonassociative automorphic
loop?

Also open are the Lagrange, Cauchy, Sylow and Hall Theorems.

Problem 10.2. Let Q be a finite automorphic loop and let S ≤ Q. Does |S| divide
|Q|?
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Problem 10.3. Let Q be a finite automorphic loop.

(i) For each prime p dividing |Q|, does Q have an element of order p?
(ii) For each prime p dividing |Q|, does Q have a Sylow p-subloop?
(iii) If Q is solvable and if π is a set of primes, does Q have a Hall π-subloop?
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